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Price: 295,000 €

Apartment in La Cala Golf
Reference: R3337006

Bedrooms: 2

Bathrooms: 2

Plot Size: 0m2

Build Size: 89m2

Terrace: 55m2

Exp: 03/09/2021
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Location: La Cala Golf
Rising from the foothills of Sierra de Mijas, gazing out to the azure of the Mediterranean Sea. Conceived as iconic
deluxe residences. Created, with you in mind. Giving you the space you need, for the life you deserve. This
development sets a new benchmark on the Costa del Sol. Leading quality standards into a new realm and exceeding
the needs of the modern international resident. Drawing ideas and inspiration from the people who matter. People like
you.
Located in the most beautiful spot of the Costa del Sol in Spain, surrounded by 3 18-hole golf courses, this exclusive
development offers only 30 apartments of the highest standing, combining sublime scenery with an infinite ocean
panorama. Only a fortunate few will revel in this private paradise. Masterful design and modern luxury are
synonymous with this intimate collection of apartments and penthouses. This is the future of refined overseas living,
bringing the home you have always imagined to life.
It offers comfort and exudes modern elegance. Spacious light-filled residences with exceptional interior design provide
the perfect setting for relaxing and entertaining. Unobstructed, open spaces flow indoor to outdoor, maximising every
moment of the glorious Mediterranean sun. This intimate boutique resort ensures absolute privacy and discretion for
those looking to escape the pressures of everyday life. It is an attractive, low density retreat. Conveniently located at
the heart of the Costa del Sol yet within an oasis of peace and tranquillity, with panoramic views of lush tropical
greenery across the valley to the coast.
The 2 and 3 bedroom apartments are crowned with 3 bedroom penthouses. No expense has been spared with space.
Each apartment is gifted with enormous internal living areas alongside generous private outdoor terraces. Top of the
range features are fitted as standard, but there are many more opportunities to personalise.

Whether for business or pleasure a home on the Costa del Sol has become an investment associated with success,
luxury and status. It offers the highest quality living experience in an exclusive, private setting; usually reserved for the
world’s leading hotels. The location provides a fabulously opulent, secret haven for those requiring discretion and
privacy without compromising accessibility and enjoyment.<
The Spa is designed and equipped around hotel standard facilities with the aim to provide sanctuary from the
everyday world. A spa experience reduces stress and promotes physical and mental wellbeing. It is a place to escape
to another world for personal restoration, solace and healing. It is a space to pamper yourself, chill out, relax,
recharge, reflect, detox and re-energise. The Luxury Spa Centre includes whirlpool swim spa jacuzzi, modern sauna,
Turkish steam room, massage treatment room, thermal suite, relaxation area, cold baths, changing rooms. The
panoramic Infinity Swimming Pool boasts infinity waterfalls, jacuzzi area, integrated beds, cascades, fire effects, sun
deck and shower area.
Enjoying the best views a gym can have, the Phoenix gym installation provides the perfect location to participate in
practically private workouts. Free from the crowds, queues and just footsteps from home, working on your physical
health has never been more enjoyable. The gym includes an outdoor warm up area, cool down and training area,
synergy, treadmills, exercise bikes, elliptical machines, weights bench, yoga studio, shower and changing rooms.
Imagine your own private social club, members only bar or club house. A venue that caters for all your social and
recreational needs. From a game of pool to a party, business meeting to BBQ, fun to function, the Social Club offers
an exclusive international scene for its privileged property owners only. The social club is a fully equipped kitchen and
dining area for social events. Everything you need for social events and recreation; ice machine, drinks cooler, coffee
machine, pool table, library, games room, relaxation area, international tv, music system, outdoor gas BBQ and firepit.
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Furthermore, the project offers a Childrens’ Play Area, Zen Garden a Golf Zone with putting green, bunker and
chipping area and 24 hour security. Every owner will enjoy a welcome package of 2 Electric bicycles & La Cala Golf €
3.000,00 Family Green Fees, interchangeable for additional apartment personalisation options.

The development sits front line to the finest golf complex in Europe; La Cala Golf Club. It’s no secret that La Cala is
one of the most acclaimed golf resorts in Andalucía and the epicentre of golf on the Costa del Sol. Three superb
championship courses, each presenting their own unique challenges, slot seamlessly into a picturesque backdrop of
mountains and ocean. The project can be found, 5 minutes from the beautiful town of La Cala, 20 minutes from
Marbella and Malaga Airport. La Cala is a genuine haven of perpetual bliss. Blending a cosmopolitan atmosphere with
a village vibe, La Cala caters to the lifestyles of modern individuals and their families. As one of the most desirable
enclaves on the Costa del Sol, La Cala boasts broad, golden, blue flag beaches and some of the finest gastronomy
options on the coast.

Features:
Setting
Close To Golf

Orientation
South East

Condition
New Construction

Pool

Climate Control

Views

Children`s Pool
Room For Pool

Air Conditioning
Hot A/C

Mountain
Panoramic

Communal
Private

Cold A/C

Golf
Sea

Features
Near Transport

Kitchen
Fully Fitted

Garden
Communal

Parking
Underground

Utilities
Electricity

Close To Shops
Close To Town
Close To Schools
Frontline Golf

Lift
Storage Room
Ensuite Bathroom
Private Terrace
Double Glazing
Paddle Tennis
Restaurant On Site
Gym
Basement
Sauna
Fitted Wardrobes
Jacuzzi
Tennis Court
Security
Gated Complex
Electric Blinds

Drinkable Water

Category

Furniture

Investment

Optional
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Golf
Luxury
Off Plan
Contemporary
New Development
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